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This paper considers an example of calculating a statistical similarity criterion for solid-propellant engine
five-parameter tryout conditions. The paper presents covariation and correlation matrices, their eigenvalues, and a
statistical similarity criterion for solid-propellant engine tryout conditions calculated from the input data obtained
in flight tests and ground tryout (firing bench tests). When obtaining input data, the classical approach requires
the elimination of rows and columns containing missing values, which is unacceptable in the case of small sam-
ples and a high measurement cost. Because of this, it is proposed to replace the missing values of a parameter
with its arithmetic mean. Since the principal components method considered in the paper is most efficient when
all components are measured in the same units, it is proposed to normalize the input statistics. On normalization,
all input data are converted into dimensionless quantities, but for large parameter values iterative procedures are
possible (for example, the Jacobi method). After obtaining the covariance and correlation matrices for the flight
tests and the ground tryout, their eigenvalues are calculated. Further, in order to construct a variation series of the
eigenvalues of both matrices for the flight tests and the ground tryout, it is recommended to use the criterion of
the maximum value of the eigenvalue from the series considered. This approach somewhat reduces calculation
reliability, but it is quite applicable for practical calculations of a statistical similarity criterion from solid-
propellant engine input data. The calculated statistical similarity criterion is compared with the value of the Har-
ington desirability function, which confirms its applicability.
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